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With his usual generosity Maxwell bought much appara-
tus for the laboratory at his own expense and presented his
personal apparatus. After his death his wife gave his
library of scientific books, and on her death she bequeathed
about ^6000 for the foundation of a studentship to be held
at the laboratory.
Maxwell delivered his introductory lecture on experi-
mental physics as Cavendish Professor in 1871. The
entertaining circumstances concerning the delivery of his
lecture have been described at the beginning of this chapter.
He refers to the future laboratory as the Devonshire
Physical Laboratory. In the first paragraph he writes:
"The University of Cambridge, in accordance with that
law of its evolution by which, while maintaining the strictest
continuity between the successive phases of its history, it
adapts itself with more or less promptness to the require-
ments of the times, has lately instituted a course of experi-
mental physics. This course of study, while it requires us
to maintain in action all those powers of attention and
analysis which have been so long cultivated in the Univer-
sity, calls on us to exercise our senses in observation and our
hands in manipulation. The familiar apparatus of pen, ink
and paper will no longer be sufficient for us, and we shall
require more room than that afforded by a seat at a desk
and a wider area than that of the blackboard/'
Then he discusses how to "vitalize this new organ."
One of its first activities should be the creation of a spirit
of sound criticism, as "we are daily receiving fresh proofs
that the popularization of scientific doctrines is producing
as great an alteration in the mental state of society as the
material applications of science are effecting in its outward
life." The cultivation of "sound dynamical ideas has
already effected a great change in the language and thoughts
even of those who make no pretensions to science." He
fears that the public may be converted to the most absurd
opinions if "expressed in language, the sound of which
recalls some well-known scientific phrase." He refers again
to the critical functions of the workers in the laboratory
and says: aOut\principal work, however5 in the laboratory

